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Saturday 27 October 1945

Bunny Darling;
Hooray! I just got two letters from you. The last one took eight days which is not bad at all. It is
so very nice to hear from you Honey, but still it makes me just want to be back there with you that much
more. I love you darling, with every single bit of my being, both mental and physical. You are, and always
shall be my own wonderful and beautiful wife.
Your first letter was written on your mother’s stationery and at first I thought it must be some
kind of card since I didn’t recognize the stationery. It was a letter though, and a very wonderful one.
Pop Robson must have had quite a time at that hotel since they were so crowded. Sleeping on a
day bed with someone else is not exactly living in style. Oh, well, things will have settled down quite a
bit by the time we take our vacation without having to worry about such congestion. Have you been
able to find out just how much that boat trip costs? That is a trip we just have to take. It is ideal since we
shall have privacy, good meals, facilities for amusements, service, and all the comforts. That will have to
be included in the roster of things to do, but definitely.
It is very nice that you’ll be able to get that bedroom suite in mahogany. That should be very
substantial although heavier and not quite so richly colored as cherry
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would be. The first of the family heirlooms. One thing I do not want to do is get some of the faddish and
insubstantial furniture. I want something beautiful which will last and will not be outdated and broken
down in a few years. It is so very foolish to buy anything like that because it really costs much more in
the end. I’ll try to scrape together some money to send you to help out in paying for it. It will be our
wedding present to us, the most useful present we will ever receive.
I hope you can have the ring enlarged for me. I’ll send you a piece of paper with the proper ring
size on it so you can have that done now. I just did it so I’ll put it in here. Of course you will have to take
the risk of being jilted by me if you have to ring made to fit me. That’s the way life is though, one little
risk after another. And I assure you, there never was a littler risk.
Your job seems to quite interesting with all the strange names and strange requests you seem to
get. Did that girl get the book on “identical and simise [sic] twins?” I wonder what the devil she could
have wanted with such material.
Let me know what other ideas you have on furniture for a start will you Honey. I think it would
be a very good idea to get a rug like the one in your bedroom because it would look good in the living
room of our apartment since we will have odd pieces of furniture, then later we can use
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it in the bedroom of our home.
I agree with you that it would not be wise to get a regular davenport at first but do you think we
should get a love seat or some sort of day bed. If we intend having company which may stay overnight
we shall have to have some place for them to stay. I think the love seat would look much better but it

could hardly accommodate sleepers. Do you have a solution for this Honey? The love seat would be
ideal but for that though because it would be small and give the room a larger look and it would be quite
cosy [sic]. The furniture that we get [scratched out word] for our living room can practically all be used
in the den when we have our home. We will have a couple of chairs. How do you like wing chairs Honey?
I rather like the idea of having a wing chair. It would go very well in our den afterward. We can get a
couple of end tables if we decide to have the love seat. For our table, I think if we got a kitchen set with
a table which would be extended, it could also serve a a [sic] regular dining table. We could get a good
set that is quite colorful and it would make a nice dining set for a small place as well as just a small table
for ourselves. What do you think would be nice in the way of curtains and drapes? I think we should try
to make the living room look as bright as we can. There should be quite a bit of color in it. I do not like
dark dreary rooms anywhere in the house. They are too damned depressing.
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I’m enclosing some pictures I got while I was at New Bilibid with Mac. I have some postcards
which I will send along in other letters. They are very nice and are copies of Japanese water colors. I’d
like to get hold of a water color somewhere before I leave here. Their artists are among the greatest
water colorists in the world.
Well Darling, now we come to the end of a letter once more. I think the ending of your letter
was the sweetest I’ve ever received. You told me that, if wanting to would do any good, You would
make me the most wonderful wife in the world. I know perfectly well that you will Darling. There isn’t a
doubt in the world in my mind and I am the luckiest man in the world to have you for my own wife. If
trying will do any good you can rest assured that you shall marry the most wonderful husband in the
world because I want to spend all my time making you just as happy as you can possibly be. Then I shall
be happy too, for I love you Darling
Forever.
Freddie

